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Abstract—The solution of the applied problem in the 
numerical classification determination and identification of social 
objects realized on the basis of the model of the bi-subject 
assessment of objects with arbitrary nature is offered. On the 
basis of the general approach there is a developed model for the 
assessment of a professional competence level formation in a 
graduate of a university or vocational college. On the basis of 
graduate’s progress level in subjects of an educational standard, 
the definition of basic quality metering and competence types of 
engineering personnel in an industrial enterprise and young 
experts’ identification with them and also the selection of young 
specialists by an industrial enterprise manufacturing aircraft 
engineering products for vacant seat filling on the basis of their 
quality metering and competence comparison is offered. The 
results of investigations are obtained on the basis of principles of 
a system analysis, statistic and expert analytical methods and 
methods of simulation. The author has introduced concepts of the 
complete, standardized and clustered competence-diagram of a 
young specialist (a flat level model of the description of a young 
specialist’s competence and clusters of competences). Quality 
metering and competence types of the engineering personnel of 
an engineering enterprise (in accordance with professional 
branch standards currently in force) are introduced by the 
author. Also concepts of generalized and shown indices of young 
specialist’s competence allow applying a developed procedure 
under conditions of various kinds of engineering staff.  

Keywords— identification, quality metering, selection, 
parameter-diagram 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The problem of vacant seat filling by competent specialists 
under conditions of current rapidly developing production is 
not only urgent, but also requires a prompt solution.  

 It is particularly difficult for decision-making in the 
situation when a vacant seat available in the engineering 
personnel may be filled by one or some candidates; at that, the 
young specialists’ professional competences are shown 
indirectly in a university diploma or vocational college 
diploma.    

On the whole, the problem of decision-making by a subject 
at the choice or any object selection on the basis of the 
opinion, which is already formed and fixed by other subject, is 
characteristic not only for the modern global society [16, 27], 
but also for different social groups (gender [23, 26], age [12, 
13], professional [14, 20], national [10], discussion groups 

[11, 15, 22] and so on) during their formation, development 
and widening at the expense of new object obtaining. 

It is possible to emphasize some basic reasons for the 
necessity to elaborate a method for quality metering [5, 6, 7] 
selection of young specialists for modern industry (for aircraft 
engineering products manufacturing, in particular) on the basis 
of the model application for bi-subject estimation of objects 
with an arbitrary nature [17, 18]. The young specialist’s 
competence characteristics are not available in the graduation 
diploma, but there is only progress in studies with credits 
(levels of student’s advancements in subjects of training) [9, 
24]. There are no methods for their comparison with the 
professional standards requirements to the competence of 
employees taking up a certain post. Besides, there is no 
analytical procedure developed allowing the comparison 
between each other; the levels of competence formation of 
certified graduates graduated from different colleges are in a 
similar training direction during the employment. Let us 
consider this problem from the position of quality metering 
with the application of a bi-subject estimation method of 
objects with different nature, at the heart of which there is 
estimation by one subject of the quality of characteristics 
formation in objects analyzed, the comparison of the 
estimations obtained with the system of other object 
parameters and further selection by the subject of one from the 
analyzed objects based on the own system of priorities [3, 4 
19].   

The simulator of quality metering determination and the 
general model of the comparison of objects with arbitrary 
nature are presented in works [17, 18]. 

II. EASE OF USE 

Let objects (university graduates or vocational college 
graduates) be already assessed in an analytical system of one 
from the subjects (an educational standard in training direction 
of specialists used in an educational institution). In this case it 
is purposeful to transform an analytical parameter system in 
which the objects are already described into the system of 
parameters (requirements of professional standards for 
different specialists) of the second subject (industrial 
enterprise of aircraft engineering) participating in the quality 
analysis of characteristics formation of objects analyzed with 
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the purpose of the further selection of one of them for a vacant 
seat filling.   

A more complicated problem is when for the subject (an 
enterprise) has an own analytical system for a quality metering 
determination of objects with a certain nature (professional 
standards). It is necessary to carry out the comparison of 
several such objects (graduates) under conditions when the 
formation of their quality metering characteristics 
(competences) was carried out under different conditions (for 
example, during training at different colleges in the same 
specialist training direction). The most effective application of 
such approach is in a situation when the systems of object 
description are determined numerically that allows not only 
carrying out the transformation of parameter systems 
themselves, but also carrying out the normalization of scales 
used.  Besides a manufacturing sphere, the practice of the 
application of such approach is rather wide: a field of 
commerce, business, policy, professional self-definition, 
hobby, taste preferences of clients and so on. [1, 2, 21, 25].  

Let a graduate (an analyzed object) of a university or a 
vocational college from the position of the educational 
institution Ω  be described on the basis of a realized 
educational standard by means of a set of the system of 

didactic units mastered by a graduate iD , ni :1= , combined  

into a set of training subjects jA , mj :1= , a mastery level 

of which is shown as grades reflecting the level of training 
advancement (LTA) in training subjects in a graduate’s 
diploma. At that, a graduate’s LTA in the whole of the 
aggregate of training subjects mastered by a graduate during a 
training process also shows latently a level of the competence 

formation of the graduate kB , lk :1= , presented in an 

educational standard. At that, each competence kB , lk :1= , 
is formed as an integrative information subspace defined by a 
level of the influence of a set of training subjects jA , 

mj :1=  (more thoroughly this process is considered in 
works [13, 18]).  

The level of the formation of the competence kB  is 

influenced by not the whole of a set of training subjectsjA , 

mj :1= ,  but by their certain subsystem kjA ′ , mj ′=′ :1  and 

lk :1= , where mm ≤′ . The components of the system of 

training subjects kjA ′ , mj ′=′ :1  in description from the 

standpoint of the educational institution Ω  of the p -th object 

obtain accordingly the values jps ′  
(a level of training 

advancement in the training subject kjA ′ ) and has the 

influence kj ′β   upon the formation of the competencekB . One 

may accept the level of its formation as a value:  
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in the description of an object (a graduate) from the 
standpoint of the subject Ω  [1]. At the same time an 

educational institution may establish the threshold valuemin
kβ , 

at which, if the condition min
kkj ββ ≤′  is carried out, then the 

training subject jA ′  has an insignificant influence upon the 

formation of the competence kB describing this object from 

the position of the subject Ω . Hence, it is possible to admit 
conditionally that 0=′kjβ . 

For the quality assessment of a competence system 

formation kB , lk :1= , of the university or vocational college 

graduate Ω , it is expedient to determine some quality 
metering equations [7]. For example:  

- min
kН  - threshold level; it characterizes a minimum 

allowable level of the formation of this competence;  

- v
kН  - advanced level; it characterizes conditionally a 

“mean” level of the formation in a graduate, the analyzed 
competence kB ;  

- w
kН  - high level; it characterizes conditionally a 

“high” level of the graduate’s competence formation in a 
graduate kB .  

The values of the parametersmin
kН , v

kН  and w
kН  are 

defined through expert-analytical methods by each educational 
institution Ω  taking into account realization specificity in it 
of an educational standard in a specialists’ training direction.   
Besides, in a number of cases it is possible to establish either 
only the values of threshold and high levels or to introduce 
one more additional level, for instance, a “advanced” one.   

The set of values obtained plpvpp hhhh ...;;...;; 21  of the 

levels of graduate’s competence formation kB , lk :1= , is an 
analytical matrix in the form of a vector-line characterizing 
quality of a competence system formation in a graduate from 
the position of an educational institution Ω , from which one 
graduated, and formula (1) describes mathematically the level 
of graduate’s competence formation on the basis of the model 
of quality metering determination of an object with arbitrary 
nature during its bi-subjective estimation. 

The set of professional standards accepted for the 
introduction under conditions of modern industry Ξ  
(including aircraft engineering) is based on the use of the 

competence cluster systemrK , gr :1= .  

Let, for example, in a vocational standard there be 6=g  
of competence clusters, then their system will become: 

654321 ,,,,, KKKKKK ; as such system one may consider, for 
example, the system of competence clusters of the European 
system of engineering education: 1K  - “Knowledge and 
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Comprehension”, 2K  - “Engineering Analysis”, 3K  - 

“Engineering Designing”, 4K  - “Engineering Practice”, 5K  - 

“Researches”, 6K  - “Personal Skills”. In such a way, in 
accepted educational standards, the system of competences 

kB , lk :1= , describing the system of competences of an 
object (a graduate) from the position of the educational 
institution Ω  must be converted into a new system of 

competence clusters rK , gr :1= , describing an object (a 
young specialist) from the position of professional standard 
requirements currently in force under conditions of production 
Ξ . 

At that, each competence kB  takes different participation 

in the formation of each competence clusterrK , gr :1= . 
Thereupon, it is expedient to introduce a system of share 
factors kiγ , which characterize the level of the competence 

effect  kB  upon the formation of the competence cluster rK , 

gr :1= , so, it is advisable to use such values kiγ , that 

10 ≤≤ kiγ  and 1
1

=∑
=

l

k
kiγ . The share factors kiγ  can be 

defined through expert methods with the use of applied 
programs for the management decision-making support. Let 

the subset of the competenceskB ′ , lk ′=′ :1 participate in the 

formation of the competence cluster
i

K . Then for the p -th 

object (a young specialist), the level of the competence 
formation piT  of the cluster iK  can be assessed, for example, 

according to the mean value level among all available levels 

of the formation of the competences { }kk BB ⊂′ , lk :1= , 

lk ′=′ :1 , corrected according to the degree of the 
participation ik ′γ  of the competencekB ′  in the formation of 

the competence cluster 
i

K , 6...,,1=i  and affecting the level 

of its formation. That is:  
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Besides, for every competence cluster
i

K , 6...,,1=i , one 

can also establish some levels of the formationmin
iT , v

iT , w
iT . 

At the same time, technical potentialities, for example, of such  
software product as a system of decision-making support 
“Expert Decide”, allow not only carrying out a stepwise 
assessment of the share factors jkβ and kiγ , but also 

estimating the share factor jiω  of the influence of every 

component of the parameter systemjA , where mj :1= , upon 

the system of the competence clusters
i

K .  

In this case, through expert methods, one obtains a vector-
line consisting of the share factors jiω  of the influence of 

each training subjectjA , where mj :1= , upon the system of 

the competence clusters 
i

K . For example, having used the 

formula of the weighted mean: 
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 ,                            (3)  

one can compute a level of the formation piT  of the 

competence cluster iK , 6...,,1=i  for the p -th object. 

At modern enterprises of electrical industry, there are the 
most common engineering positions such as “engineer”, 
“engineer-technologist”, “design-engineer”, “engineer-
researcher”, and so on. Each of these positions implies a 
certain system of priorities of the first, the second and the third 
class in the levels of competence cluster formation determined 
through an expert way. On basis of the results of research, one 
can form a matrix of the correspondence of a competence 
cluster priority structure at the quality metering typification of 
engineering personnel according to the position for a definite 
type of production (in our case - under consideration for 
manufacturing electrical products). The example of the 
fragment of such matrix of correspondence is shown in Table 
I.   

TABLE I.  A FRAGMENT OF THE MATRIX OF THE CONFORMITY OF THE 
PRIORITIES STRUCTURE OF COMPETENCE CLUSTERS BY QUALIMETRIC-

COMPETENCE TYPES FOR ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL PERSONS ON POSITION 
IN CONDITIONS OF MANUFACTURING ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS (EXAMPLE) 

Type of engineering 
position 

Class priority 

I II III 

Engineer 
4K  6K  

1K  

Engineer-technologist 
2K  4K  1K  

Design engineer 
3K  

4K  2K  

Engineer-programmer 
2K  3K  5K  

Engineer-researcher 
5K  2K  3K  

… … … … 

The specialist’s cluster competence graph, created in the 
form of a petal-shaped diagram on the basis of the set of 
values piT  of the levels of the competence cluster formation 

iK , 6...,,1=i , will allow defining the most suitable position 
for a young specialist. So, for example, a variant of the 
competence graph shown in Fig. 1 allows making a conclusion 
that a young specialist should be employed best of all as a 
design engineer (presence of the priority of the 1 class in the 
competence cluster 3K , of the priority of the II class – in 

4K , of the priority of the III class  – in 2K ). 
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Fig. 1. Cluster competence – diagram of a specialist.  

A specialist’s cluster competence graph allows also 
solving a problem of defining a generalized index of 
specialist’s competence pZ  from the position of a subject (an 

industrial enterprise) Ξ  and obtained, on basis of the 
assessment by the subject Ω  (an educational institution) of 
the system of specialist’s competences formation. 

The generalized index of the young specialist’s 
competence pZ  can be computed through the level of 

obtaining a mean value among all available individual levels 
of competence cluster formation, that is:  

6

6

1
∑

== i
i

p

T
Z  .                                   (4) 

If, for example, two graduates from the same university 
(both studied at the same university and trained on one 
curriculum) aspire to one vacant position, then the priority of 
one of them can be defined either according to the highest 
value of a generalized index of the young specialist’s 
competence pZ , or on the basis of the correspondence of the 

system of individual values to the levels of competence cluster 
formation  in the structure of vacant position priorities in 
accordance with Table I (Fig. 2).   

At the same time the individual level in the generalized 
index formation of the young specialist’s competence pZ , 

computed through the formula (4) reflects young specialist’s 
characteristics without taking into account factors of the 
environment  influence upon the subject Ω  (an educational 
institution), which initially carried out the assessment of its 
graduate. 

If two objects are compared with each other from the 
position of different subjects (universities), for example, 1Ω  

and 2Ω , then the index pZ  should be corrected by a rank 

factor of the university competitiveness vk , which is defined 
through an expert method, for example, as a reciprocal to its 
rank in the country universities rating. In such a way, it is 

possible to suggest the mentioned index of young specialist’s 
competence:  

pp ZkZ
v

⋅=~
.                           (5) 

 

Fig. 2. The comparison of young specialists’ cluster competence-diagrams 
and priority definition in the levels of their competence cluster. 

Thereupon, for every young specialist comparable 
applying for a vacant position, the shown values 

621 ...,,, pvpvpv TkTkTk ⋅⋅⋅  can be computed concerning 

the levels of the cluster competence 
formation 654321 ,,,,, KKKKKK .   

In this case, a comparison of two young specialists, for 
example, 1p  and 2p , with the purpose of the definition of the 
aspirant meets the requirements for the vacant position 
available at an enterprise and can be carried out both on the 
basis of their shown indices of quality 

1pZ  and 
2pZ (if their 

generalized comparison is carried out), and on the basis of the 
competence-diagrams shown of these objects (if the priority in 
the formation of a certain group of cluster competence 

621 ...,,, pvpvpv TkTkTk ⋅⋅⋅  in accordance with the data of 

Table I is analyzed). In Fig. 3 there is a presented example of 
the shown comparative cluster competence-diagram of two 
young specialists graduated from different universities. 

It is obtained on the basis of transformed data, based on 
which there are formed competence-diagrams of two 
graduates presented in Fig. 2 with the values of factors of 
levels in the competence cluster formation at 87.01 =vk   and 

55.02 =vk . 

II I. CONCLUSIONS 

The application of the model of classification, 
determination and identification on the basis of a general 
model for bi-subject comparison of objects with arbitrary 
nature concerning young specialists working in manufacturing 
of aircraft products allows:  

- estimating numerically a level of professional 
competence formation in a university or a vocational college 
graduate on the basis of graduate’s progress levels on subjects 
of the educational standard;  
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Fig. 3. The comparative shown cluster compatence-diagram of two young 
specialists graduated from different universities. 

- defining basic quality metering competence types of 
engineering personnel of an industrial enterprise;  

- identifying young specialists participating in the 
vacancy filling of enterprise personnel with a certain quality 
metering  competence type/types of engineering personnel of 
an industrial enterprise;  

- carrying out a comparison of levels of professional 
competence formation in young specialists aspiring to vacant 
seat filling in accordance with professional standards in force 
at an enterprise manufacturing electric products. 

The application of methods for the classification, 
determination and identification of social objects allows 
minimizing the subjectivity in the procedure of management 
decision-making during selection of young experts for vacant 
seats filling in modern (particularly science intensive) 
production, and also using applied software as a simulator for 
the development during the automation of these procedures  
[8, 21, 24, 25]. 
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